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Abstract
We show that the binary code C of the projective Hall plane Hq2 of even order q2
where q = 2t, for t ≥ 2 has words of weight 2q2 in its hull that are not the difference
of the incidence vectors of two lines of Hq2 ; together with an earlier result for the dual
Hall planes of even order, this shows that for all t ≥ 2 the Hall plane and its dual are
not tame. We also deduce that dim(C) > 32t+1, the dimension of the binary code of the
desarguesian projective plane of order 22t, thus supporting the Hamada-Sachar conjecture
for this infinite class of planes.
Keywords: Non-desarguesian planes, Hamada-Sachar conjecture, codes
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1 Introduction
The p-ary code of a projective plane Π of order n is the row span over Fp of an incidence
matrix for Π. If n is divisible by p the code has minimum weight n + 1 and the minimum
words are the scalar multiples of the incidence vectors of the lines; this is an early result in
the study of codes from planes, and is easily proved (see [1, Theorem 6.3.1]). For desarguesian
planes Π = PG2(Fq), where the order is q = pt, p a prime, if C is the code of Π over Fp,
and C⊥ its dual (orthogonal), then C ∩ C⊥, called the hull of Π or C, has minimum weight
2q and the minimum words are the scalar multiples of the differences of the incidence vectors
of two lines: this is from work of Delsarte, Goethals and MacWilliams, and quoted in full
in [1, Chapters 5,6], with the relevant references. This property led to the concept of a tame
projective plane which was introduced in [1, Definition 6.9.1] as a tool in the search for a
coding-theoretic classification of projective planes. Thus a projective plane of order n is tame
at a prime p, where p divides n, if the hull of the plane has minimum weight 2n and the vectors
of weight 2n are precisely the scalar multiples of the differences of the incidence vectors of two
lines. It follows that the desarguesian planes are tame, but at present nos other planes have
been shown to be tame, and many of small order have been shown not to be tame, either
because the minimum weight of the hull is not 2n (see [5]) or, more frequently, that there are
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words of weight 2n that are not scalar multiples of the differences of the incidence vectors of
two lines. We show here that the Hall planes of even order 22t for t ≥ 2 are not tame by
exhibiting words of weight 22t+1 in the binary hull that are not differences of the incidence
vectors of two lines. Using also a result in [7, Corollary 3], this shows that the even order Hall
planes and their dual planes are not tame for all even orders n > 4.
Another outstanding conjecture concerning codes from projective planes is the Hamada-
Sachar conjecture that the desarguesian planes always have codes of smaller dimension than
those of non-desarguesian planes: see [1, Conjecture 6.9.1] (quoted below in Section 2, Con-
jecture 1), or, more recently, [12]. In practice this has been demonstrated computationally for
many individual planes of small order. We show here that the Hall planes of even order q = 2t
have binary codes with dimension greater than that of the desarguesian plane, i.e. greater than
3t+1, thus reaffirming the conjecture for an infinite class of planes.
We will prove the following proposition through a series of lemmas.
Proposition 1 Let q = 2t, t ≥ 1, and Π = PG2(Fq2). Let δ be a Baer segment on a line `. If
P is any point in δ and `1, `2 any two lines through P other than `, then there is a set of
q2
2
points Pi ∈ ` \ δ and q2 lines mi,1,mi,2 such that Pi ∈ mi,1,mi,2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ q22 and
v`1 + v`2 = s
q2
2∑
i=1
(vmi,1 + vmi,2).
If L denotes the set of lines of Π that meet ` in ` \ δ, and E = 〈vm | m ∈ L〉 over F2, then
dim(E) = 32t − 2t.
If H is the Hall plane of order q2 then Hull(C2(H)) contains words of weight 2q2 that have
support the symmetric difference of two Baer subplanes that intersect in a line, and for t ≥ 2
neither H nor its dual H′ is tame. Further, dim(C2(H)) > dim(C2(Π)) = 32t + 1.
The proof is in Section 3. Section 2 gives some definitions and background results and questions.
The last section mentions some computational observations we have made for planes of low
order.
2 Terminology and notation
Standard terminology for designs and codes is used as in [1] and for planes as in [6]. An
incidence structure D = (P,B, I), with point set P, block set B and incidence I is a t-(v, k, λ)
design, if |P| = v, every block B ∈ B is incident with precisely k points, and every t distinct
points are together incident with precisely λ blocks. A 2-(n2 +n+1, n+1, 1) design, for n ≥ 2,
is a finite projective plane of order n. We write PG2,1(Fq) or PG2(Fq) for the desarguesian
projective plane, i.e. the design of points and 1-dimensional subspaces of the projective space
PG2(Fq). Similarly, AGm,t(Fq) will denote the design of points of the affine space AGm(Fq)
and t-flats, where t ≥ 1.
If Π is a projective plane of square order n2, a subplane pi of Π of order n is called a Baer
subplane. Lines of Π meet pi in 1 or (n+ 1) points. If a line of Π meets pi in a set δ of n+ 1
points, δ is called a Baer segment. An oval or hyperoval in a projective plane of even order
n is a set of n+ 2 points such that lines meet the set in 0 or two points.
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The code CF of the design D over the finite field F is the space spanned by the incidence
vectors of the blocks over F . We take F to be a prime field Fp and the prime must divide
the order of the design, i.e. n for a finite plane of order n. Denoting the incidence vector of a
subset Q of points by vQ, we have CF =
〈
vB | B ∈ B〉, and is a subspace of FP , the full vector
space of functions from P to F .
A linear code over Fq of length n, dimension k, and minimum weight d, is denoted by
[n, k, d]q. If c is a codeword then the support of c is the set of non-zero coordinate positions
of c, and the weight of a vector is the size of its support. For any code C, the dual or
orthogonal code C⊥ is the orthogonal under the standard inner product, i.e. C⊥ = {v ∈
Fn | (v, c) = 0 for all c ∈ C}. The hull of a design with code C is C ∩C⊥, written Hull(D) or
Hull(C).
The following is in [1, Theorem 6.3.1]:
Result 1 Let Π be a projective plane of order n and let p be a prime dividing n. Then the
minimum-weight vectors of Cp(Π) are precisely the scalar multiples of the incidence vectors of
the lines. Further, Hullp(Π) = 〈vL − vM | L and M lines of Π〉.
The situation for the codes from desarguesian planes is quoted in [1, Theorem 6.4.2]:
Result 2 Let p be any prime, q = pt, and Π = PG2(Fq). Then Cp(Π) is a [q
2 +q+1,
(
p+1
2
)t
+
1, q + 1]p code. The minimum-weight vectors of Cp(Π) and of Cp(Π) + Cp(Π)
⊥ are the scalar
multiples of the incidence vectors of the lines. The minimum weight of Hullp(Π) is 2q and its
minimum-weight vectors are the scalar multiples of the differences of the incidence vectors of
distinct lines of Π.
The notion of a tame plane was introduced in [1, Section 6.9]:
Definition 1 A projective plane Π of order n is said to be tame (or tame at p, where p is
a prime dividing n) if Hullp(Π) has minimum weight 2n and the minimum-weight vectors of
Hullp(Π) are precisely the scalar multiples of the differences of the incidence vectors of distinct
lines of Π.
The Hamada-Sachar conjecture [1, Conjecture 6.9.1] is as follows:
Conjecture 1 Every projective plane of order ps, p a prime, has p-rank at least
(
p+1
2
)s
+ 1
with equality if, and only if, it is desarguesian.
From [1, Proposition 6.3.3],
Result 3 If X is the set of points of a Baer subplane of Π = PG2(Fq2), then vX /∈ C(Π).
Using a result of Menichetti [9] the following was obtained in [7, Corollary 3]:
Result 4 Every dual Hall plane of even square order n > 4 has a vector of weight 2n in its
binary hull that is not the difference of the incidence vectors of two lines.
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3 Proof of Proposition 1
We first give the definition of a Hall plane using the process of derivation by Baer segments:
see [1, Section 6.10]. The Hall planes are translation planes and the definition can be found
in standard texts, for example [4, 11, 6, 8], or [1, Section 6.10]. Let Π be the desarguesian
projective plane PG2(q
2) of order q2, where q = pe, p prime. Let δ be a Baer segment of q+ 1
points of a line `∞ of Π and use this as a derivation set to construct the Hall plane Hq2 (or
simply H when the order is clear) of order q2. Let B be the set of Baer subplanes of Π that
meet `∞ in δ. Then |B| = q2(q + 1), and any two of these Baer subplanes meet in one further
point, or do not intersect off δ. Any one of these subplanes, together with all those that are
mutually disjoint from it off δ, form a set of q2 subplanes that will form a parallel class of lines
in the new plane. There are q + 1 of these parallel classes of subplanes.
Denote the set of lines of Π that meet `∞ in `∞ \ δ by Lc. Then |Lc| = q3(q− 1). Then for
any line m ∈ Lc, m \ `∞ will be an affine line of H. Denote this set of affine lines for both Π
and H, by Ac.
The other q2(q + 1) affine lines of H we write as An and these consist of the points of the
Baer subplanes in B with the points in δ removed. To complete the affine Hall plane to the
projective Hall plane H, a line at infinity is adjoined using the points on `∞ as before for the
lines in Ac (so that the lines Lc are common to both projective planes), and for the remaining
points, a point for each class of lines in An that are disjoint, i.e. that as Baer subplanes in Π
meet only in the segment δ. We will denote these lines in the projective Hall plane H by Ln.
The lines of Π that meet `∞ in δ are denoted by Lo, and, on removing the point in δ, they
become affine Baer subplanes of H, of size q2; if they meet in a point on δ, these planes are
disjoint. So in H they are Baer subplanes that share points only on the line at infinity.
Let q = 2t, K = Fq2 , F = Fq, K× = 〈w〉, F× = 〈u〉 where u = wq+1. Take Π = PG2(K)
and R a regular oval with nucleus in Π consisting of the conic with equation X2 = Y Z and
nucleus (1, 0, 0). So
R = {(1, y, y−1) | y ∈ K×} ∪ {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)}. (1)
Since δ = {(1, 0, t) | t ∈ F} ∪ {(0, 0, 1)} is a Baer segment, so also, for any z ∈ K, is
δ∗ = {(1, 1, t+ z) | t ∈ F} ∪ {(0, 0, 1)}
since it can be obtained from δ from the collineation given by the matrix
 1 1 z0 1 0
0 0 1
 .
The points (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0) are on R and the line ` through them has homogeneous
coordinates (0, 0, 1)′. The point P = (1, 1, 0) is on ` and not on R. Clearly P ∈ (1, 1, t + z)′
for each (1, 1, t + z) ∈ δ∗. Thus the whole derivation set δ∗ is on the line P ′ = (1, 1, 0)′. We
claim that all the other q
2
2 secants through P to R correspond to points not in δ∗.
A line through P , other than `, has the form (1, 1, z)′ for z ∈ K. Suppose such a line is a
secant to R, meeting it at (1, y, y−1), where y 6= 0, so that 1 + y + zy−1 = 0, or z = y2 + y.
Lemma 1 For q = 2t, K = Fq2, F = Fq, the set H = {y2 +y | y ∈ K} is an additive subgroup
of K of order q
2
2 , and H > F . Further, if z 6∈ H then the lines {(1, 1, t + z)′ | t ∈ F} are
exterior to the regular oval R.
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Proof: Define the map ϕ : K → H by ϕ(y) = y2 + y. Then ϕ is an additive homomorphism
and ker(ϕ) = {0, 1}. Furthermore, if y 6= z then ϕ(y) = ϕ(z) if and only if y = z + 1. Clearly
|H| = q22 .
To show that F < H, note that every quadratic X2 + X + a = 0, for a ∈ F , must have a
solution in K, since K is the unique quadratic extension of F .
Now choose any z ∈ K \H. We claim that for t ∈ F , z + t ∈ K \H. Suppose z + t ∈ H.
Then z + t = y2 + y, so z = y2 + y + s2 + s = (y + s)2 + (y + s) ∈ H, where t = s2 + s by the
preceeding paragraphs. Thus none of the lines in {(1, 1, t+ z)′ | t ∈ F} meet R. 
The notation given above and that in Lemma 1 will be used in all the following.
Lemma 2 If z ∈ K \ H, the line (1, 1, 0)′ in PG2(Fq2), where q = 2t, t ≥ 1, contains the
derivation set δ∗. Let ` = (0, 0, 1)′ be the secant to R through (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0), and let
`i = PiQi for 1 ≤ i ≤ q22 be the other secants to R through P = (1, 1, 0). Then the points `′i
are on (1, 1, 0)′ and are not in the set δ∗, and
v(1,0,0)
′
+ v(0,1,0)
′
=
q2
2∑
i=1
(vP
′
i + vQ
′
i).
If H is a Hall plane formed by taking the derivation set δ∗ on the line (1, 1, 0)′, then w =
v(1,0,0)
′
+ v(0,1,0)
′
is a word in C2(H) of weight 2q2 which is not the difference of two lines of
H if t > 1.
For t ≥ 2, q = 2t, the Hall planes of order q2 are not tame, and neither are their duals.
Proof: The q2 + 2 lines in the sum correspond to the points on R. Since it is a hyperoval,
every line meets it twice or not at all, which in the dual plane becomes that every point of the
dual plane is on two lines or no lines of the q2 + 2 lines in the sum. Thus the sum is zero.
The statement about the Hall plane follows since the lines of Π meeting (1, 1, 0)′ in the
derivation set become Baer subplanes in H while all the lines that meet (1, 1, 0)′ outside the
derivation set are common lines to H and Π. When two lines of Π are taken that meet in a
point of the derivation set, the corresponding Baer subplanes of H meet in a line, at infinity.
Since (1, 0, 0)′ and (0, 1, 0)′ meet at (0, 0, 1) ∈ δ∗, we have w = v(1,0,0)′ + v(0,1,0)′ as a word in
C2(H) of weight 2q2 which is not the difference of two lines of H if t > 1.
It follows that for t ≥ 2 H is not tame. The statement about the dual Hall planes follows
from [7], stated in our Result 4. 
Note: For t = 1, clearly H ∼= Π and the support of w = v(1,0,0)′+v(0,1,0)′ is in fact the difference
of two lines again.
Lemma 3 For every point R ∈ δ∗ and every pair of lines `,m 3 R, where `,m 6= (1, 1, 0)′,
there is a set of q
2
2 points Ri for 1 ≤ i ≤ q
2
2 , on (1, 1, 0)
′ and a set of pairs of lines mi,1,mi,2
such that Ri ∈ mi,1,mi,2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ q22 , and
v` + vm =
q2
2∑
i=1
(vmi,1 + vmi,2). (2)
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Proof: First let R = (0, 0, 1) and ` = (1, 0, 0)′ and show that any other line (other than
(1, 1, 0)′) through R can be taken so that Equation 2 above holds for some choice of points
and lines. For this we just need the homologies with axis (1, 1, 0)′ and centre (0, 1, 0), so that
the line (1, 0, 0)′ 3 R, (0, 1, 0), so it is fixed. Then the homologies fix every point of δ∗ and the
other lines through R are permuted transitively. Thus ` with any other line through R will
occur in a sum of the type given in the equation.
Now if X 6= R is another point of δ∗ then the elations with centre X and axis (1, 1, 0)′ will
permute the lines through R (other than (1, 1, 0)′) transitively, so it follows that any pair of
lines through R will occur in a sum of this type.
Finally, to show that any point of δ∗ can be taken instead of R, we note that the stabilizer
of δ∗ in Aut(Π) is certainly transitive on δ∗ so R can be mapped to any point while all the
other points of δ∗ remain in δ∗, so the sum will work for any point of δ∗ as asserted. 
Recall that Lc is the set of lines that are common to the projective planes Π and H and
that they meet (1, 1, 0)′ (in our construction here) in points of (1, 1, 0)′ \ δ∗.
Lemma 4 Let E = 〈v` | ` ∈ Lc〉, q = 2t, t ≥ 1. Then E < C2(Π) ∩ C2(H), dim(E) = 32t − 2t
and dim(C2(H)) > dim(Π).
Proof: It is clear that E is in the codes of both planes, as the lines in Lc are common to the
two codes. Now consider what incidence vectors of lines need to be added to E to get the
full code C2(Π) of the desarguesian plane. Excluding v
(1,1,0)′ for now, only one line through
any point of δ∗ needs to be added to get the whole of C2(Π), since once one line is taken then
all the other lines (excluding v(1,1,0)
′
) through the point will be included due to Corollary 3.
It is easy to see that at least one line through each point must be taken to get the full code,
although v(1,1,0)
′
could be taken instead of one of these lines. It is clear that the full code is
obtained in this way. Thus dim(E) = dim(C2(Π)) − (q + 1) = 32t − 2t from, for example, [1,
Theorem 6.4.2].
Now C2(H) ≥ E and must contain the incidence vector of at least one new line for every
one of the q + 1 new parallel classes, for the same reasons as given above for C2(Π). Suppose
we add the vector vpi to E, where pi is a line of H and corresponds to a new point Q on the
line at infinity for H. If pi∗ is another line of H through Q then we claim that vpi∗ 6∈ 〈E, vpi〉,
recalling that, without Q, both pi and pi∗ are the points of affine Baer subplanes of Π. If
vpi
∗ ∈ 〈E, vpi〉 then vpi∗ = vpi + v, where v ∈ E. Thus vpi∗ − vpi ∈ E, which contradicts
Result 2, since clearly vpi
∗ − vpi ∈ C2(Π)⊥, so this would imply it was in Hull(C2(Π)). Thus
for at least one of the q + 1 points on the line at infinity we need at least two vectors, so
dim(C2(H)) ≥ dim(E) + q + 2 > dim(Π). 
The above lemmas sum up to give a proof of Proposition 1.
4 Computational observations
Computational results using Magma [2, 3] with small values of q2 for q odd indicate that the
Hall planes are not tame for the same reason as we have been able to prove for q even. One
gets, with the same notation as in Proposition 1,
v`1 − v`2 ∈ E
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where E is now generated over the field Fp where p | q, and this shows that the plane is not
tame since E is a subcode of the p-ary code of the Hall plane H, but the `1, `2 are affine Baer
subplanes of H. We have not seen a way to prove this as we did in the binary case. In fact
we made the following computational observation, but have not proved it apart from what we
have shown in this paper:
Observation 1 Let Π = PG2(Fq) where q = pt, and p is a prime. Let C = Cp(Π), of
dimension
(
p+1
2
)t
+ 1. Let ` be any line of Π, S1 any set of p
t−1 + 1 points on ` and S2
the remaining pt − pt−1 points of `. Let L be the set of lines of Π that meet ` in S2, and
E = 〈vm | m ∈ L〉. Then
1. dim(E) = dim(C)− (pt−1 + 1);
2. if P ∈ S1, and m1,m2 are two lines (other than `) through P , then vm1 − vm2 ∈ E;
3. if |S1| > pt−1 + 1 then the previous result need not hold.
This has been tested with Magma for
• q = p a prime (up to p = 23, but one can compute much higher) so that |S1| = 2, in
which case the assertion will likely just follow from the Moorhouse basis [10];
• q = 2t for 1 ≤ t ≤ 5, in which case |S1| = q/2 + 1;
• for odd q where q = 32, 52, 72, and q = 33.
Many other planes of odd and even order were examined computationally and none shown
to be tame, and most shown not to be tame. In the case of square order q2, in most cases the
words of weight 2q2 in the hull not from lines were of the form vpi1 − vpi2 where the pii are Baer
subplanes meeting in a line.
All the planes of order 9, and all the known planes of order 16 were examined in [5] and
shown not to be tame. In most of the non-translation planes of order 16, words of weight 24 in
the hull were found. Most of the known planes of order 25 were shown to be non-tame, but for
a few, including the Hughes plane, we were unable to say whether or not they were tame. We
also looked at the translation planes of order q = 27 for words of the form vS1 − vS2 , where S1
and S2 were sets of size 27, mostly of the form of affine subspaces AG3,1(F3); we found these
to exist in more than half the planes, but our search was not exhaustive.
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